AMLAPS
Safeguarding British Education

AMLAPS is keen to illicit the assistance of your Chamber of Commerce to expand our global network of employers in
your respective country. AMLAPS provides end to end services to over 847,000 registered students that wish to study in
the UK over the next 2 years and who are keen to explore career opportunities across the world. Employers can gain
free access to the best and brightest graduates to form a relationship and post job opportunities.

What is AMLAPS
AMLAPS is an independent body which provides British education institutions a safe, compliant and cost effective approach
to recruiting international students from across 63 countries using a membership community of more than 9,000 agents
and over 847,000 registered students that wish to study in the UK over the next 2 years.
AMLAPS understands the importance of career development and how students across the world visit British institutions to
pursue career building courses. Our solution provides a repository for high calibre graduates an opportunity to form
relationships with employers from across the world. Equally, employers and governments across the world are constantly
seeking new and innovative platforms to attract the very best and brightest students to build careers in their respective
organisations and countries. AMLAPS provides benefits to all stakeholders by enabling employers to build profiles and post
job adds for free attracting millions of students to their respective pages.

AMLAPS Ecosystem
The AMLAPS Ecosystem is a cloud based system which provides a range of solutions under a single environment to cater
for the needs of international students. AMLAPS helps British institutions to recruit international students from across 63
countries. We currently have over 847,000 registered students that wish to study in the UK over the next 2 years.
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AMLAPS understands students are passionate about learning and engaging employers from across the world to explore
opportunities and build careers. Our ecosystem allows employers (large, medium and small) across the world to register
with AMLAPS and build profiles, engage students and post jobs in our ecosystem to showcase their business to a global
community of international students. AMLAPS does not charge employers for this.

International Student Mobility
Each year millions of bright students travel abroad in pursuit of attaining career changing qualifications. The UK enjoys a
prominent position in the global education market. Our universities and colleges are held in the highest regard with world
class learning and teaching facilities. AMLAPS facilitates the mobility of international students across the world by
providing an end to end solution. Thousands of our registered students have articulated the need for AMLAPS to assist
them to seek employment opportunities in the public, private and the third sector.
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Our career development and advisory solutions are a collection of tools that have been specifically developed and
integrated into a seamless web based portal to assist international students and employers to build relationships. Students
admire our solutions because it enables them to:











Capture their experiences;
Evidence and rate their skills;
Research and connect with employers before making applications;
Search from thousands of student and graduate specific job opportunities across the world;
Automatically create accounts with career sites (if required);
Instantly make quality tailored applications using this information;
Automatically record and track these applications;
Diarise follow-up calls, interviews and events; and
Print out an interview dossier to ensure they are fully prepared for interview.

What does it cost an Employer?
AMLAPS does not charge employers a fee to become a part of AMLAPS. It’s free!

Benefits for Employers
Employers can enjoy the following benefits by joining AMLAPS:






A global platform to promote and showcase your company;
Access to the best and brightest students from across the world;
Form dialogues and relationships early in the student’s course of study; and
Communicate your brand values and assist students to make informed career decisions.

Support from Chambers of Commerce
AMLAPS is keen to acquire the support of Chambers of Commerce across the world to engage and connect with employers
in their respective countries. Our Employer Development team are at hand to work with

For Further Information
Career Development Team
AMLAPS_LearnMore
AMLAPS | Hamilton House | 1 Temple Avenue London EC4Y 0HA
cskinner@amlaps.com
+44 (0) 208 133 1485 direct +44 (0) 20 7489 2043 switchboard
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AMLAPS is a UK institution which assists British institutions to recruit international students in a safe and compliant manner. AMLAPS is a
collection of leading academics and professionals that have combined to develop a revolutionary new ecosystem which assists agents and
students to gain better access to British education. AMLAPS is an Appointed Representative of Brice Amery Capital which is registered and
authorised with the Financial Conduct Authority.
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